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This current booklet constitutes a fruit of a designing proposal concerning a study for the implementation of an assisted living model at the neighborhood of Oud Charlois• which
is located at the south-west bank of Municipality of Rotterdam. This individual designing proposal reflects the directions of a greater master plan that was elaborated on a group
basis, in order to define the various aspects (housing, transport, health/care services, etc.) that compose the essentials for an assisted living model.
The meaning of an assisted living approach consists in the provision of supervision or assistance to elderly or other disable people in order to create the necessary preconditions
to ensure their health, safety, well-being, staying at the same time as long as possible independent. This concept emerged in 1990’s as an alternative on the continuum of the care
of elderly (especially seniors) that do not need the 24-hour medical care provided by a nursing home. Indeed, the Municipality of Rotterdam in general and the sud-municipality
of Charlois particularly, tries to implement those principles in the neighborhood of Oud Charlois, subsuming those changes in a greater changing context of the Dutch welfare
state today. The current welfare state constitutes heritage of the 1960’s smash from the influence the of the new pressure forces (population ageing, increase of the life-span). On
the other hand, the neighborhood of Oud Charlois is faces important problems of degradation and bad image, as represents to the public view an un-safe, immigrant dominated
residential area.
Having this double commission of assisted living concept in combination with the need of measures implementation towards urban regeneration at the area, this design intervention proposal intents to provide an integrated solution.
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Physiological Needs:
Warmth + Comfort
Reinstate the LINKS
Affeliation
Needs:
Beloning to a
community

Safety &
Security

Esteem Needs:
Feel Valued from
others

Self-Activation Needs:
artistic expresion+fulfilment

ELDERLY
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Goal: Social Integration of the Elderly
Reinstate

•

Stimulate a more complex social network of the el
derly’s people

the LINKS

•

ELDERLY

SOCIETY

Reinstoring the communication between the elderly’s groups + different age groups

The foundations of this intervention proposal lay on the notion of social sustainability, aiming to the social integration of the elderly members at the society of Oud Charlois. Therefore the proposed
strategy has as vision to stimulate a more complex social network, that reinstates the relationship of the elderly with the rest age groups• while it boosts at the same time the true communication
in-between them.
Indeed, one of the main problems that elderly seems to face when they reach the retirement age is the narrowing of their social network, while on the other hand the deterioration of their health
accentuates the existing problems. As physical functioning declines, and older persons become less mobile, their ability to attract the help and attention of others can become an important asset. Particularly after retirement, social relationships are critical to quality of life for older persons and social competency is key for creating and maintaining these relationships (Hansson and
Carpenter 1994, Lewittes 1988, Small 2000)
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3. CONCEPT

Surely as years go by perceptual speed, memory, and reasoning begin to decline• though knowledge and fluency remain relatively constant into the eighth decade (Smith and Baltes 1999). Vision and hearing problems accentuate the communication. Thus, social competence among older persons is made more complex by age related co-morbidities and by age related changes in
cognitive and psychomotor function. However, this is just the one side of the problem as the current practise of the Dutch welfare state with the almost sectorialization of the elderly care houses,
aggravates indirectly the social ‘isolation’ of the elderly members of the society.
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Ad

Young
Adulthood

Childhood
Middle
Adulthood
Maturity
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active

HARMONY

VITALITY
Younger People with
common interests

Other Unrestrained - People with common interests

Family: their children

Former collaborator
unrestrained

CurrentNeighbors
Family: Living with

Superficial Contacts

anchored

Former
Neighbors

People with the
same culture

Neighbors

collective

Thus, in order to understand better the needs,
wishes, and interests of the elderly population we
were given into to create a theoretical research
tool that would allowed us to define easier the
characteristics of the elderly population. Thus, we
developed on a group basis five different scenarios that oscillate from active to individual and from
passive to collective (Unrestrained, Dynamic Solitaires, Living Together, Anchored, Dependent)•
so that we would have a systematic and generic
appropriate matrix that would offer us an instrument of approach and finally personalize all the
categories.

LifeStyles

individual

The nature of the proposal concept brings the
people a priority in the whole designing approach.
However the goal of the whole intervention is the
social sustainability and the integration of the elderly to the society of the neighborhood, the other age groups (except from the elderly), are taken
into consideration indirectly through their interaction and relationship with the elder members of
the society• that constitute the main target group
of the whole assisted living approach. Besides, on
we have always to remember that the continuous
succession of the lifecycle.

living
together

Former collaborators
Family: their Children

dynamic
Friends:
solitaires
-other Dymanics:
- neighbors same age
- fellow organization

Other Living Together (same age)

Family

Former
Collaborators
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4. POPULATION

Friends
dependents

SHELTER

CONTROL
passive
Scheme 1: Elderly’s LifeStyles

Source: Seniorenstad, 2006
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Elaborating more on the five different elderly’ scenarios, we examine the way they interact
at the old centre of Oud Charlois, even on a hypothetical basis in order to approach the
way they perceive the urban space. However, this is a rather ambiguous task, given the fact
that on the one hand perception is a rather complex concept and on the other the urban
space is perhaps one of the most complex and concentrated human artifacts. In the simplest terms social perception is generally concerned with the effects of social and cultural
factors on our cognitive structuring of our physical and social environment, besides this
varies with the individual’s past experiences and present ‘set’ or attitude acting through
values, needs, memories, moods social circumstances and expectations.
Fig 1: Oud Charlois Old
Church

Fig 2: Old dike walkway

All the tracks are located more or less at the northern part of Oud Charlois, especially close
or around the current Community Center, taken the ‘real world’ and the existing facilities
distribution as initiative while choosing itineraries and trip purposes that fit with the profile
and the interest of the 5 differnent elderly’s scenarios. Thus, the Unrestrained leave their
place in order to visit the local library, the Dynamic Solitair, that live in ‘Benedenwoningen’ type of building visit the local elderly’s organization, the Living Together leads their
grand children to the Community Center back yard in order to play with their friends. The
Anchored, are biking from their place (an assisted living building) to the super market at
the begging and next to the consultancy office of the Community Center and the Dependent take a short walk at the north west part of the Zuider Park, close to their residence
place (the Waelestein Nursing Home).
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Landmarks - Thresholds

Fig 3: Entransce at the inner
yard - Community Center

Fig 4: Community Center Local Library

Fig 5: Upper square - Super
Market-Shops
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Scheme 2: A conceptual scheme for research into geographic space perception. (Downs, R. M., 1970)
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4.1 ELDERLY’S PERCEPTION

unrestrained

dynamic
solitaires

living
together

anchored

dependents
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ACT IVE
IND IVID UAL

Playground

Elderly
Unrestrained
Dynamic Solitaires
Living Together
Anchored
Dependent

Kindergarten
Primary School
Secondary School
Sports Field
Recreation Area

Other Age
Groups
Child
Adolescent
Young Adult
New Married

Community Center

Family with young chil-

Cultural Area

Family with adolescent

Organization / Club

Launching Children Family

Cafe / Restaurant

Bar
PASSIVE
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Facilities

Pedestrian Friendly Road

COLLECTIVE

Safety - Privacy
Shopping / Super Market

Health / Care
Consultancy Agency
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Strategy: Creation of a space that a multi-fucntional
space that work as a meeting place in-between
elderly and other age-groups

Culture
Recreation
Shopping
Health / Care
Sport’s Center

The concept of this intervention proposal lays at the notion of social sustainability having as a further goal the social integration of the
elderly members to the society of Oud Charlois. Thus, in order to do so, it is necessary to weigh up the needs of the elderly population in combination with the needs of the other age groups (the particular analysis was made at a group level), aiming to vision these
amalgamate of systems into one articulated set.
By correlating the needs of 5 LifeStyles of elderly in terms of facilities and at the same time the ones of the other age groups, we come
up to the conclusion that the all those different groups tend to meet the cultural, recreational and shopping areas and at the sports’
and health/care centers. Consequently, the combination of all those facilities in one place would initially create a movement of people
within the boundaries of the same space, that could developed later on in a more meaningful communication.
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5. STRATEGY

The forerunner of a space like this, already exists under certain conditions at the position of the community center in the neighborhood of Oud Charlois. However it is addressed mostly at other age groups and it doesn’t offer a variety of activities for elderly people.
That fact, dictates at the need for ‘regeneration’ of this space.
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Initial Contact

Node
Making Contact

Superficial Contact

Parallel Presence

State

Process
INFORMATION
•

COMMUNICATION

Action of occuping the same
space
Attending the same event

•

Goal: Increase the proximity of
the contact

•

participation at the same
event (for example: meal,
performance)

DIALOGUE
•

KNOWLEDGE

discussing, sharing opinions

Goal: Dialogue

Goal: Change of distance from
the begging to the end of
the event

•

the setting of interaction has
a key role for the depth of
communication

Goal: Establishing a constructive interaction

Making CONTACT

Passive Connection

The stimulation of social interactions (in between elderly and younger people and eldelry), and even more the correlation of those through the physical space is a rather difficult task. However in
order to do so we need to understand how the ‘steps’ of establishing a meaningful contact function and finally can be constructed.
Therefore, following the upper initial scheme of ‘making contact’ and translating it into the facility needs of the different lifestyles, we reach to a potential scenario of how the person that belongs
to a ‘moving’ lifestyle can potential interact though the physical space.
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5.1 Process of Interaction

FACILITIES / LifeStyles
Initial Contact

Parallel Presence

Super Market

Superficial Contact

Consultancy
Agency

Bar
Cafe

Neighborhood
Pedestrian Friendly
Road
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Culture Area
Community
Center

Health / Care

School
Cultural
Events

Making Contact

Recreation Area
Sports Field

Organizations / Clubs
Community NODE_Booklet
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The Community Center at the historic centre of
Oud Charlois is called to play a rather important
role for the whole neighbourhood and especially
for its northern part. The location of the existing
building is considered as rather profitable• given
the fact that, it is in the heart of the old settlement, at the vicinity of the shopping and other
very much used facilities (doctors, pharmacy etc.),
while it provides the combination of activities for
many different age groups. However, the organization of the activities programs as well as the very
same space of the community center are rather
un-connected and almost sectorialized• considering that for the age group of children more than
10 organizations put in and offer almost the same
short-term program of activities, while the age
group of elderly isn’t object of interest of any particular organization, except from the Municipality
of Rotterdam.

Node
Community Center

Bus
Existing Bus Line
Existing Bus Stop
New Bus Line
New Bus Stop
Tram
Tram Line
Existing Tram Station
New Tram Station
Shuttle Bus
Shuttle Bus Line
Shuttle Bus Stop

Fig. 6: Proposed Network of Development

The particular activities program in combina- Source: Group Work, 2009
tion with the location and current recognition
Single Independent Housing
that the Community Center already knows within
200 New Households
Cluster Assisted Living
the neighbourhood residents, gives to the Com130 New Households
munity Node intervention, from the one hand a
Assisted Building
30 New Households
special role, and from the other the opportunity
Assisted Care Building
30 New Households
to have an extended influence radius within the
boarders of the whole settlement. The competitive advantage of this plan lies to the ‘intergenerational’ basis of this new multi-functional center,
giving to the elderly the opportunity to ‘co-exist’
in the same space with the younger age groups
and at the end develop a more ‘meaningful’ relationship.

Fig. 9: Living Typologies

Source: Group Work, 2009
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Fig. 7: 2-step Analysis

Fig. 8: Public Transport / Parking
Source: Group Work, 2009
Public Park
Semi-Public Park
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Semi-Private Garden
Private Garden
Green Network
Water Axis
Recreational Water
Living on the Water
Port & Waterfront
Development

Fig. 10: Services

Source: Group Work, 2009

Fig. 11: Green / Blue Network
Source: Group Work, 2009
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- Introduction
- Program
- Interior Space
- Exterior Space
- Accessibility
- Facilities
- Landscape - Public interactions
- Sustainability
- Interior / Exterior Relationship
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Basic concern of this design proposal is to stimulate contact
and communication through the physical design• by making
also people feeling ‘cozy’ within the totality of the spaces of
the community center. Thus, common principle both for the
interior and the exterior space of the community center is the
designing of ‘places’ and ‘spaces’.
The existing building covers in a rather working way the needs
the society of Oud Charlois. However, the building space is
rather small and not adequate to host all the activities• thus
the administration of the building has to create a rather strict
program in order to re-use the same rooms from different age
groups and for different activities within the day and the week
time. Indeed, the age groups of elderly and adolescent have
less ‘participation’ within the community center and this not
because of no activities addressed to their needs and interests,
but because of the inadequacy of spaces. In order to deal with
the lack of spaces the administration of the center looks up to
the extension of the existing building (possibly, through the addition of building floors).

Residences
Community Center

Residences

Shopping Facilities

Recreational Area

In addition, another problem of the Community Center is the
almost ‘sectorialization’ of the space in-between different organizations that put in the neighbourhood, addressed to the
same population, and have more of less the same or similar
activities program. This ‘inefficiency’ and ‘accumulation’ of activities is rather striking at the age group of kids (from 4 to 12
years old), where more 10 organizations are ‘struggling’ to offer
the same activities program• when the groups of adolescents
have no place on their own they have to be ‘hosted’ and rent
certain rooms for certain hours.

Amphitheater
Kindergarten’s Yard
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7.1 Community NODE _ Design Introduction

Primary School
Sitting Places

Primary School Yard

The new design of the Community Node Plot deals both with
the redevelopment of the interior and the exterior space, focusing on the hand to a more consistent and organized interior
building space and on the other, to a flexible, well-designed
exterior space that would reflect the program of the center and
could also be the link between privacy and communication. Fig. 12: Axonometric of the Community Node Plot
Embedding at the whole design the sense of space and place.
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Infant
2-4
Proposed Activi- • pre-school
ties Oud-Charlois

Interior - Building Space

Activities Age
Groups

Child
4-12
• Agogic supervisor for primary school
• Creative activities for children (Craft, )
• Living room
• Free youth activities
• Children Dance
• Child work Oud-Charlois
• Kindergarten Club
• Girls activities
• Girls and little girls club
• Teen activities
• Free Teen activities
• Midday reception
• Sports (including martial arts teaching, table tennis)
• Football (for boys & girls)
• Dancing Classes
• Music Classes (singing - musical instrument teaching)
• Cooking

Young People
12-23
• Common Room - Youth Club
(intenet cafe, playstation)
• Professional orientation consultancy
• Employment advisory
• Sports (tennis, football, gymnastics, martial arts, table
tennis)
• Youth walk activities
• Girls activities
• Teen activities
• Music Classes
• Dance Classes
• Social Work
• Litterature Club

Adult

Elderly

23-55

55 - ∞

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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General Social Work
Cooking Classes (different cuisines)
Course: Dutch
Course: Cycling
Course: sewing and talking group
Language course
Sports (including, martial arts, table tennis)
Dance Classes, Yoga lessons
Gym for women
Voluntary care givers support
Consultancy (for health, professional, financial, psychological, housing, welface and care issues)
Neighborhood and street projects

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Node
Exterior - Space

The new design of the Community Center reflects and constitutes also the reflection of the activities program
that are going to be hosted at the interior and exterior space of the new center. The separation of age groups
in terms of activities, is not at all strict, in contrast especially the adults and elderly’s age groups the program is
common, with the elderly to have also some extra services.
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7.2 Community NODE _ Activities Program

Service Point
Consultancy - Advisory Services
elderly’s : aid, consultancy
SjoelClub
Bingo Games
Health Club
Sports (Yoga, )

3 cafes
Intergenerational and Common Programs and Activities (for example: CulturaDays,
Reading Club, Table tennis competitions, Meal Preparation and Consumption, handcrafts teaching from the elderly ones)
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Primary concern of the design proposal of the Community Center building is the production of a built
space that stimulates the communication, in-between groups and individuals, and in-between different age and social groups. Thus, all the spaces
and floors are more or less connected through the
middle atrium ensures the natural lightening of the
building• functioning also as a channel of communication (building concept). Furthermore at the
space of the atrium at the ground floor will functions a small café aiming to offer a common place
and unite all the users of Community Center.

B
u
i
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d
i
n
g

Node

Fig. 13: Communication of the diverse

Service
Point

The whole building has 3main entrances (from the
Wolphaerstbocht street at the 1st floor, from the
Clemenstraat Street at the ground floor, the inner
yard at the ground floor), a parking entrances at the
ground floor, and some additional smaller ones like
the open the doors of the facilities (for example the
cafe at the 1st floor, the kid’s place at the ground
floor etc.)
In addition, in order to offer better services to the
residents of Oud Charlois, the new design proposal
contains two service points: a general one at the
ground floor next to the Clemenstraat entrance (for
the age and social groups) and another one at the
1st floor especially for the elderly.

C
o
n
c
e
p
t

Fig. 14: The different main entrances of the Community Center building

Floor Plans Diagram

The program of activities that are demanded finds
it’s physical expression to the arraignment of the different facilities within the floors. The most of the facilities that are addressed directly to the elderly are
located in the 1st floor, in order to facilitate there
movement• as this way they have easy access from
the level of the shopping square of the Wolphaertsbocht Street. The adolescents that had no place,
now find their own space at the left side of 1st floor,
while the kids are again located at the ground floor.
The sports room and the classrooms are commonly used by the all age groups• while they are also
used by the pupils of the near primary school that
find easy access through the new bridge at the 2nd
floor, allowing also access to the school facilities in
hours that the school is not use, after the school administration permission.

Building _ Space

Veldacademie Oud Charlois Rotterdam 2009
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Fig. 15: View from the first rows of the amphitheater

Cafe
Information
Desk

R
E
F
E
R
E
N
C
E
S

Fig. 16: Cafe - 1st
Floor

Fig. 17: Staircases of the
Atrium

Fig. 18: Ground Floor Information - cafe

Fig. 19: Lounge Cafe - Exhibition Place - 3rd Floor
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The design of the exterior space has as a target
to offer an exterior ‘translation’ to the facilities –
activities program of the entity of the Community
Center, offering at the same time an enclosed,
accessible to everyone square. The existing –internal- yard is rather used today by the residents
of Oud Charlois, however the fact that is ‘hidden’
and almost ‘secret’ for the visitors of the area.
Primaey concern of this design proposal is to offer
a diversity of places that stimulate both the ‘privacy’ and the ‘communication’ in between individuals and groups.
Thus, important factors for its design components
are the accessibility routes (from the 4 points),
the green – garden area that is being elevated in
order to offer a different tone to the whole area,
the benches over the garden area that can offer
a place of relaxation, ‘privacy’ and ‘observation’,
the amphitheatre can be used for various performances (for example summer cinema, theatre
plays, neighbourhood events, etc), the shelter
at the top of the hill, that offers a small observation area, the tables and the stone benches at the
ground level of the square, that can be used for
table games (for example chess, sjoel) or simply
as gather space. Furthermore, a rather important
part of the square is composed by the yards of
the kindergarden that is located at the Community Center and the one of the primary school.
This design proposal tries to inspire the ‘mixture’
of spaces, as long as the nature of facilities offers
that opportunity.

Section II.

Fig. 21: Internal - External Connections

Fig. 22: Public - Private Feeling
Kindergarten
Yard

School Yard

Community
Center
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7.4 Community NODE _ Exterior Space

Section I.
Primary
School

Fig. 23: Existing Situation - Strict Separation

Fig. 24: Desirable Situation - Mixing of
Spaces
Fig. 20: Plan of the Community Node Plot
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Landscape elements and street
furniture assist to create a distinctive and consistent identity
within the city space. In addition the use of local and environmental friendly materials aid
to minimising the visual intrusion
of street furniture to the urban
landscape.
At the current proposal it was
given specific attention to the offer as many adequate quantity of
seating places, which are placed
in position that avoid the conflict
with the pedestrian movement
taking also in consideration the
accessibility for users of wheelchairs, pushchairs, walkers and
elderly scooters. Furthermore, it
was given primary concern to the
choice of landscape elements
that stimulate also the social interactions, within individuals and
groups and with different ways•
combining them with the diversity of the environments (park square spaces).

Node

Landscape Elements
Typology of Interactions
Place of Attraction

Communication in-between
Individuals - Groups

2.
1.

1. Amphitheater

Place of
Observation

Group’s
Territoriality

R
E
F
E
R
E
N
C
E
S

3.
4.
Place of Attraction

2. Shelter

R
E
F
E
Group’s
Communication inbetween Individuals Territoriality R
E
N
C
E
Place of
Security
S

Observation

Feeling

Place of Attraction

Communication in-between
Individuals - Groups

3. Benches - Tables

Group’s
Territoriality

Security
Feeling

Communication in-between
Individuals - Groups

View from the entrance of the Clemenstraat Street
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4. Benches
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The Community Center at the historic centre of
Oud Charlois is called to play a rather important
role for the whole neighbourhood and especially
for its northern part. The location of the existing
building is considered as rather profitable• given
the fact that, it is in the heart of the old settlement, at the vicinity of the shopping and other
very much used facilities (doctors, pharmacy etc.),
while it provides the combination of activities for
many different age groups. However, the organization of the activities programs as well as the very
same space of the community center are rather
un-connected and almost sectorialized• considering that for the age group of children more than
10 organizations put in and offer almost the same
short-term program of activities, while the age
group of elderly isn’t object of interest of any particular organization, except from the Municipality
of Rotterdam.
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7.6 Community NODE _ Accessibility

Fig. 26: Section of the bike - scooters parking place inside the Community Center Building that
is connected with elevator

The particular activities program in combination with the location and current recognition
that the Community Center already knows within
the neighbourhood residents, gives to the Community Node intervention, from the one hand a
special role, and from the other the opportunity
to have an extended influence radius within the
boarders of the whole settlement. The competitive advantage of this plan lies to the ‘intergenerational’ basis of this new multi-functional center,
giving to the elderly the opportunity to ‘co-exist’
in the same space with the younger age groups
and at the end develop a more ‘meaningful’ rela-

Fig. 27: Greater view of the inner yard showing the movement and staying of people at
the entity of space
Stairs and Slope that connects the upper shopping square and the
1st floor of the Community Center with the inner yard of the Center
Slope that connects the inner yard with the Grondherendijk Street

Fig. 25: Accessibilty Plan

Transport Means

walker

patient walker

wheelchair
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bike

electrinic bike

elderly’s scooter

normal scooter

car
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Recreational Area / Shopping

Shopping

REFERENCES

Recreational Area

The proposed garden constitutes a recreational reserve
that offers a green tone to the whole plot, functioning that
way in order to connect and separate at the same time the
near by houses from the Community Center space. Beside
the strategically placed plantings and whimsical garden
structures define a variety of spaces in this recreational retreat. As it is already mentioned the adequate number of
seating places and the smooth elevation rate of the garden hill facilitates the access of all the people, no matter
there mobility particularities (in case of the elderly).

Shopping Places on the Wolphaertsbocht street at the vicinity of the
Community Center

In the case of shopping facilities, the design proposal
doesn’t contains directly the creation of new shopping
places inside the community center, but in contrast takes
advantage of the many shop that exists at the vicinity of the
Community Center and especially those that are located
on the Wolphaertsbocht street which seem to attract large
part of the Oud Charlois population.

REFERENCES

R
E
F
E
R
E
N
C
E
S
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7.7.1 Community NODE _ FACILITIES

Section - View from the Terrace of the 1st floor
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Culturea Activities

Culture

Library

REFERENCES

Exhibitions

All the cultural activities are very much connected both with the
interior and the exterior space of the new Community Center•
besides that’s the purpose of the whole design to stimulate the
transfer of the most of the activities, especially the cultural one to
the outside open space, when the weather conditions allow it.

Events

Lounge Cafe - Exhibition Place

Movies Projection

Music Teaching

Class Rooms
Elderly Organization Cafe
Library
Kitchen
Library_Reading Room

Common room
Cafe
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Theater

Elderly’s Organizations
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Cooking Classes

Meeting Place - Cafe
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Sport’s Room / Health Care

Sports

Health / Care

REFERENCES

Sports are an activity rather important to all the age groups. Although the fact
that every group have different abilities, needs and interest, this proposition
that’s to cover a wide range of things.

The Health/Care room that is located in the 1st floor so that
people can have easy access from the square and the shopping places of the Wolphaertsbocht street, is quite equipted
with the services of family doctor, how ever it has the ability
to deal with other more difficult situations.

Mobility Measuring
The sports room is equipted with a touch screen machine
that measure and track the physical activity, especially of the
older persons, offering especially for the 7 different fitness
classes, personal training and physical therapy, as well as
access to multiple exercise equipment (i.e. stationary bikes,
treadmills, and weigths). The computerized procedure offers
the opportunity to summarize in monthly basis the residence
attendance, its attendance by class and type of equipment
in comparison to its physical skills.

REFERENCES

Sport’s Room
Service Health Care
Point Room

Consultancy Offices

Consultancy

REFERENCES
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Gym

Service Point

Yoga

The service point at the 1st floor is addressed to the elderly population trying
to facilitate them in every day issue that
have, giving them information about
where they should addressed to resolve
their problems (i.e. ways of transportation,
available doctors, activities etc.).

Gymnastics

Consultancy Office
Martial Arts

Dance Classes
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The consultancy office offers its services to all the age
groups and for a wide range of issues (physical / psychological health, financial issues, employment/professional orientation housing, welfare issues etc).
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7.8.1 Community NODE _ SUSTAINABILITY
Roof Gardens

The green roofs offer numerous economic, social and environmental benefits such as operational cost savings, greenhouse gas
emission reduction, adaptation to climate change, air quality improvements, stormwater retention, water quality and quantity
improvement, habitat provision, food production, recreational opportunities and improved aesthetics.
The rooftop green can have a complex and layered effect on urban climate, effecting on first place the micro-climate of an area.
Roofs create their own specific microclimate having complex and layered effect on urban climate. Furthermore the green roof
will have a noticeable impact on the heat gain and loss of the building beneath, as well as the humidity, air quality and reflected
heat in the surrounding neighbourhood, reducing in a great extned the effects of the Urban Heat Island (UHI) phenomenon. In
conjunction with other green installations, the green roof will also play a role in altering the climate of the city as a whole. Improving also at the same time the stormwater management, given the fact that a grass covered green roof with an 8-16’’ (20-40cm)
thick layer of substrate can hold between 4-6’’ (10-15cm) of water.
Thus, for these reasons it is proposed a system of green roofs that have public, private and semi-private character. The roof
places of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd floor of the new Community Center building are becoming extensive green roofs vegetated with
drought – tolerant species that demand little to no input. The same type of green ventilation is also proposed for the private
roofs-terraces of the shopping-residential complex of the Wolphaertscboch street. On the other hand for the semi-private terrace of the same complex that is connected to the right wing of the complex and the spaces of the Community Center it is proposed an intensive character of green roof that allows the tree planting.

Diagram 1: Generalized cross-section of a typical urban heat
island
Source: Report on the Environmental Benefits and Costs of
Green Roof Technology for the City of Toronto

Fig. 28: Extensive Greenroof system
Source: www.yourhome.gov.au

Intensive Green-Roof

Extensive Green-Roof

Fig. 29: Intensive Greenroof system
Fig. 30: View of the extensive and intensive roof gardens
Source: www.yourhome.gov.au
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Water Management

The sustainable development of the cite space, enforces the efficient use of the
water sources at urban and
plot’s level. In terms of water
management, priority of this
proposal is the decentralization of the rainwater (separation of rainwater from the
sewage stream), by following
a three step strategy: 1. collection, 2. Retention and 3.
Discharge.

7.
7.
8.

7.
3.

3.

1.
4.

2.

9.

7.
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7.8.2 Community NODE _ SUSTAINABILITY

4.

6.
5.

6.

Scheme 3: The four sections of the urban water management

Scheme 4: 3steps strategy for decentralised management
Source: Schuetze, 2008
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Fig. 31: Water Management Scheme of the Community Node Plot
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Water Management
Brief
Description

Area Served
by Facility

Rule of Thump for sizing Stormwater Facility

Preamible
paving

Paving designed to allow water to pass through
it’s surface using interlocking concrete permeable pavers. Water is concentrated nder the orchestra of the amphiteater and then is leaded
to the rainwater network of the neighborhood.

Square

Net paved area
and the bleachers of the amphitheater

Open flues

Open flues made of concrete and placed
through the bleachers of the amphitheater that
lead the water to the concentration area under
the orchestra of the amphiteater and then to
the rainwater network of the neighborhood.

The bleacher place The bleacher place
of the amphithe- of the amphitheater
ater

Open flues

Open flues made of concrete running next
to the slope surface and leading the water to
the concentration area under the orchestra of
the amphiteater (in the case of 3.) and then
to the rainwater network of the neighborhood
(cases3+6).

The two slopes

The two slopes

Hardscape

Closed flues

Coverd closed flues made of concrete, at the
sides of the square, leading the rainwater to
the rainwater network of the neighborhood.

The square

The square

Soil

Bioretention
Garden - Park

Garden - Park planted with perennial vegetation.
Including layer of organic and sand amended
topsoil above a graven drainage layer (where
needed)

Garden - Park

Park Area

Horizontal
Surface

1.

Hardscape

Hardscape

Stormwater
Facility

2.

Hardscape

3.
+

6.

4.

5.

7.

5.

Roof

Extensive
greenroof

Vegetated roof with drought - tolerant spe- Building
cies requiring little or no input for vegeta- roof
tive maintenance.

Net Builtable
Area

Roof

Intensive
greenroof

Vegetated roof with wide range of vegetation, including grasses, shurbs, and even
trees. May require irrigation and fertilization.

Building
roof

Net Builtable
Area

Rain water harvesting - On site recycling of
grey water. Water saving toilets that require
compatible low quantity of water. Water saving taps, that work with 2 flowrates

Building

8.

9.

1.

Community
Center Building

- water saving
toilets / taps
-re-cycling
facilities
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3.

4.
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6.

7.

8.

Net Building
Area

9.
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7.9.1 Community NODE _ Interior / Exterior Relationship

Extensive Green-Roofs
Intensive Green-Roof

ENTRANCE

shelter - seating place

lounge cafe - exhibition place

elderly’s organization
cafe

class 1

adolescents’ room voluntarie’s agency

amphitheater

ENTRANCE
kids’ room

water management place
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class 2

ENTRANCE

administration
Clemensstraat Street
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7.9.2 Community NODE _ Interior / Exterior Relationship

shelter - seating place Intensive Green-Roof

Garden
ENTRANCE

Primary School
Residences

Residences
Residences
Residences

Cafe
Charloisse Kerksingel Street
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amphitheater
Lounge Cafe - Exhibition Place
Class Room 1
Voluntaries
Offices
Administration
Offices

Extensive Green-Roofs
Residences

Sport’s Room
library
library: reading room

ENTRANCE

Residences

Shops
Wolphaersbocht Street
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?

Reinstate
the LINKS
ELDERLY
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8. EVALUATION
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Principal goal of the proposal intervention was the social intergration of the elderly to the society of Oud Charlois, this from its nature is a rather difficult task, and correspondingly its measurement becomes a duty of equal difficulty. The GPS research armed us with a particular and rather innovative tool, ‘the physical translation of the behavioural attitude of the elderly in Oud
Charlois’. However, despite its pioneering information we cannon accept them as ‘definite’ data but more as important indications. This derives from certain facts, a) like the limited number of
recorded tracks (just 25, when important role in statistic analysis is a sample to outreach the number of 30), b) from the particular and rather ‘isolated’ location of their residences, c) the physical
obstacles that block elderly from moving with no limitations.
On the other hand a quick look at produced maps would easily lead to the scorn of the whole design proposal, as none of the ‘recorded’ tracks passes even close to the old center of the Oud
Charlois neighbourhood. Nevertheless, this remark on its own ‘reveals’ great objections because, a) elderly live more or less in the entity of the Oud Charlois territory and not only in its southern part, b) the public transportation is not adequate to this part of Oud Charlois, c) there are physical barriers that the Zuidhoek and the Waalstraat streets that obstruct the movement of the
elderly etc. Things are more complicated than this superficial approach, and the results from the GPS approach seem to validate our Master Plan interventions.
Back to the question of how we could measure and evaluate: a) the creation of a more ‘complex’ social network and b) the restoration of communication in-between elderly and other age
groups, one possible answer would be to correlate them to the decomposed components of GPS results: means mobility, destination, density and trip duration. The validation of those 4 give
as a clear image of the behavioural pattern of the elderly. On the other hand, because of the lack of personal information about those elderly people that participate at the research we couldn’t
easily correlate them to the initial schemes of the edlery’s scenariors of Unrestrained, Dynamic Solitaires, Living Together, Anchored and Dependents. Thus, focusing at the results that we got
from the GPS research we could see that in terms of:
Mobility Means
People seem to use a great variety of means that facilitate their mobility, especially by the use of scooters, bikes and cars they have the opportunity to travel great distances even 2 km, Besides,
at the design proposal there is provision for all those different types of transport• while at the new Community Center is close to 1,17 km from the Waelestein Assisted Living Building.
Destination Trip
Examining now upon the destination trip we could see that the most of the track are dealing with the walking at the park, as small scroll, while the next more frequent destination are the facilities
of daily shopping and later the visit to family and friends. The Community Node design proposal on the one hand is located closed to the shopping facilities, while on the other concentrates
a large amound of the most important trip destination, like a small recreational area (garden), health / care facilities and also a large opportunity to meet your family and friends at the space of
the Community Center, given the fact that is a unique facility in the neighbourhood of Oud Charlois.

Node
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8. Community NODE _ GPS Reseach - Evaluation

Intensity
Correlating now our design to the intensity of use of certain space, we come across to the conclusion that elderly people tend to use the north-west part of the ZuiderPark, besides this lies very
close to their place residence. A rather superficial approach would shrug off the location of the proposal, however as we explained earlier this hasn’t wide validity as derives from the location
of the research spot.
Trip Duration
The trip duration is not a rather reliable factor on its own, as describes the total time that somebody has in its position the GPS device and it’s at a great extend dependent at certain conditions,
thus it doesn’t have wide universal validity.
Concluding we could say that the whole proposal has many that elderly seem to need and appreciate• while if we manage to stimulate the other age groups to use the same space of the Community Center there are many chances to success our prime goal and stimulate greater communication in-between age groups.
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The particularity of this design proposal lies to the fact that tries to give an integrated proposal to the issue of Assisted Living not though the housing supply and a movement
pattern for the elderly persons, but through the stimulation of the social integration. Plunging the social sustainability via the correlation of physical space to the incumbent social
network. Up to this point lies the importance and at the same time the vulnerability of this approach. Thus, taking that as an initial point we begin our design process by focusing
on the elderly people needs and interests in order to translate all that to a physical design that is built in a flexible and interactive way, ready to be diversified according to needs
of each individual.
In terms of the design, and the production of the physical space we try to incorporate all the different design aspects, like the stimulation of interaction in between elderly and
elderly and younger persons, the mobility needs of the people, the preservation of safety and privacy, the conflicting facilities and activities, the sustainable water management of
the area etc, in one integrated sum. While, at the level of evaluation we are called to justify all the choices that we made, from the planning to the design plane. However, only the
time could justify the true value of this ambitious design approach from its very begging to its end.
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I. Elderly’s Target Group
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Characteristis of Elderly’s Population

Node
Trends

• life expectancy for people now 65 years old: ≈ 84 years
• great between the variance within the population group of 55-∞
years old - as they belong to different generations, also reflected
to their lifestyle
• Younger elderly have different standards, values, wishes and
needs from the elder members of the group
Diagram 1.: Increase of the elderly’s population

Source: CBS, 2008

LifeStyles
active

• independency 70+ group: - 47% lives independent and with
partner
- 33% lives alone and independent
- 20% not independent

• Oud Charlois: - prediction: the population of 65+ will decrease
in 2017, this is concentrated to people over 70,
- the population of 50+ is falling in order to rise,
towards 2017
Veldacademie Oud Charlois Rotterdam 2009

HARMONY

VITALITY

unrestrained

anchored

individual

• percentage living in care home / nursing home: - 70+ = 3%
- 80+ = 17%
- 90+ = 50%
• according to the future predictions : - higher prcentages of
independent living until greater age
- becoming old together
with their partner
- more elderly without
children

Diagram 2.: Greater life expectancy at the
future elderly’s generations
Source: CBS, 2008

collective

• The younger members: - need less care
- give greater attenetion to recreation
- have better finances than the past
- are still at the middle of the society,
play significant role towards: businesses, social boards and voluntary work
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living
together
dependents
dynamic
solitaires

CONTROL

SHELTER
passive

Source: Seniorenstad, 2006
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LifeStyles_Production Matrix

Individual

Collective

Active

Passive
1

2

3

4

5

A.

Age

55-65

65-70

70-75

75-80

80-∞

B

Family

with children

no children

with partner

single

C.

Income

with children + grand
children
high

medium II

medium I

low

very low

D.

Educational Level

academic

3rd educ. level

2nd educ. level

illiterate

E.

National Origin

Native Dutch

2nd-3rd generation immigrants

nationalized Dutch

F.
G.

Health Condition
Pschological Dependency for Health Care

no problems
high

minor problems
medium II

stable health condition
medium I

knowledge of reading/
writing
immigrant (origin from
Suriname, Turkey, Morocco)
serious problems
low

immigrant (origin not
from Suriname, Turkey,
Morocco)
heavy problems
none

H.

Sence of Rules/Values

very low

low

medium II

medium I

high

I.

Mobility

high (Journeys to other
cities, abroad)

medium (regular visitis ti
city cemter, Zuidplein)

limitied (for basic needs
around the neighborhood shops)

immobility (heavy health
problems)

J.

Interests / Will for Sports

K.

Need for Privacy

L.

(Communication/ Social Integration) - (Individualism/Voluntary Work)

active sports, swimming, gardening
long travels
will to live alone
will to live in a cluster
house
great willingness to offer participate to the comto the community (garmunal activities only as
an indirect member
dening children, teaching)

unwillgness to mobile
(depressed, closed to
their home, out for the
basic needs)
table games, reading

M.

Ideal (Preferable) Housing Type

N.

Preferences for Housing/Care Services

modern apartment with
minimal decoration in a
high building
independent living

Veldacademie Oud Charlois Rotterdam 2009

maisonate or apartment
in a medium height
building
living in a service flat

short biking/walk
will to live in a shared
house
regular visits and meeting with friends and
family, sometimes outside their shelter - higher
charity activities
historical building in the
city center
retirement cluster

will to live with their
partner
accept some visits from
family members or other
selected friends - give
small donations after
pressure
cozy house in a cluster,
part of a small community
assisted living building

Elderly Network & Barrier free connection_Communtiy
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knitting, singing
will to live with their family
no will for any social
interaction (for physiological or psychological
reasons)
row house surrounded
by nature, part of a small
low rise neighborhood
nursing home
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LifeStyles_Scenarios

Individual - Active

Collective - Passive

I. Unrestrained

II. Dynamic Solitaires III. Living Together

IV. Anchored

V. Dependents

A.

Age

55-65

65-70

75-80

70-75

80-∞

B

Family

single

with partner

Income

high

medium I

with children + grand
children
medium I

single

C.

with children + with
partner
low

D.

Educational Level

3rd educ. level

2nd educ. level

2nd educ. level

E.

National Origin

Native Dutch

Native Dutch

F.

Health Condition

no problems

minor problems

knowledge of reading/
writing
nationalized Dutch
+
immigrant (origin from
Suriname, Turkey, Morocco)
serious problems

stable health condition

heavy problems

G.

Pschological Dependency for Health Care

none

none

medium II + medium I

medium II

high

H.

Sence of Rules/Values

low

medium II

medium I + high

low + medium II

high

I.

Mobility

high (Journeys to other
cities, abroad)

medium (regular visitis ti
city cemter, Zuidplein)

limitied (for basic needs
around the neighborhood shops)

medium (regular visitis ti
city cemter, Zuidplein)

J.

Interests / Will for Sports

K.

Need for Privacy

L.

(Communication/ Social Integration) - (Individualism/Voluntary Work)

M.

Ideal (Preferable) Housing Type

N.

Preferences for Housing/Care Services

nationalized Dutch
+
2nd-3rd generation immigrants

low + very low
knowledge of reading/
writing
Native Dutch

unwillgness to mobile
(depressed, closed to
their home, out for the
basic needs) +
immobility (heavy health
problems)
active sports, swimming, gardening + short bikshort biking/walk + table short biking/walk + table knitting, singing
long travels
ing/walk
games, reading + knitgames, reading
ting, singing
will to live alone
will to live with their
will to live with their
will to live in a shared
will to live with their fampartner
partner + will to live with house + will to live with ily
their family
their family
no will for any social
accept some visits from great willingness to offer great willingness to offer regular visits and meetto the community (garing with friends and
interaction (for physifamily members or other to the community (gardening children, teachfamily, sometimes outological or psychological selected friends - give
dening children, teachside their shelter - higher
ing)
reasons)
small donations after
ing) or
charity activities
pressure
participate to the communal activities only as
an indirect member
historical building in the row house surrounded
modern apartment with maisonate or apartment cozy house in a cluster,
city center + cozy house by nature, part of a small
minimal decoration in a in a medium height
part of a small commuin a cluster, part of a
low rise neighborhood
high building
building
nity
small community
independent living
living in a service flat
independent living + liv- living in a service flat +
nursing home
ing in a service flat
retirement cluster
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C.

D.

Educational
Level

E.

National
Oririgin

unre strained

anchored

living
together
dynamic
solitaires

F.
Family

Health
Condition

dependents

SHELTER

CONTROL

passive

B.

vices

3

2

1

Active

1

2

3

4

5

t
Collec

4

Passive

Preferences for
Housing/Care Ser-

Individual
5

Pschological
Dependency for
Health Care

ive

A.

Collect

Age

ive Passive

G.

H.

Sence of Rules
/ Values

Node

HARMONY
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VITALITY

individual

Income

active

collective

6. Social Network
LifeStyle Scenarios_Diagram

N.
I.

Prefererable
Housing Type

M.
(Communication/
Social Integration)
- (Individualism/Voluntary Work)

L.
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Mobility

I. Unrestrained

II. Dynamic Solitaires
III. Living Together

J.
K.

Need for
Privacy

Interests /
Will for Sports

IV. Anchored
V. Dependents
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APPENDIX II.
II. Social Network
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Human
Development

Childhood

Adolecence

Family Life

Childhood

Adolecence

0-11

12-18

Age
Development

- Biological
- Phycological

Correspondant
Facilities

Unattached Adult

Marriage

Middle Adulthood
Family with young children

Familly with adolecents

19-40

Launching of Children

40-60

- Phycological

Maturity
Family on later life
60-∞
- Biological
- Phycological

- Biological

After 40 decline of perceptual speed, memory, raisioning
though, knowledge and fluency remain relativily constent into
the 80th decade
- growing physically,
- learning,
- finding a place

Needs /
Changes

- Biological
- Phycological

Young Adulthood

- acquire the cognitive, social, and
emotional skills and
abilities
required
within the family
to navigate life.
The experience of
adolescence
varies for every youth:
culture,
gender,
and socioeconomic
class are important
influences on development.
- kindergardens - school
- recreational area
- playgrounds
- organization for - sports fields
- community center
activities
for youth
- school
- cultural activities
- safety
-pedestrian
friendly streets
- green / recreational area

- differentiates
her or himself
from parents,
- develops peer
relationships,
- establishes a
place in the world
of work

Forming of a new
unit and realigning
the individual self to
incorporate a significant other into the
established arrangement of family and
friends

Tasks associated with
this stage include adjusting to marriage, accommodating to children and parenting,
and experiencing one’s
own parents as grandparents

Encompasses the
fifth stage, where
flexibility in parenting is required.
Mid-life marriage,
career, and concerns for the older
generation are also
present during this
period

This is a time when
parents once again
become a couple,
when they form
adult relationships
with their children,
and when they
may be required
to face the illness,
disability,
and
death of a spouse
or parent

This is a time when
the couple begins
to decline, when
they deal with losses, support the
middle generation,
and conduct a life
review

- college / university
- sports fields
- bars / cafes
community
center for youth
- more specialized cultural activities / facilities
- green / recreational area
- jobs
- supermarket
- fast transportation
- connection to
city center

- bars / cafes
- sports fields
- jobs
- supermarket

- kindergardens

- health care consultation
- consultation to
take care their
children and their
old parents
- educational facilities for their
children
- sports fields
- supermarket

- health care consultation
- culture / community facilities
- recreational areas
- sports facilities
- supermarket

- health care package
- assisted living areas
- recreational areas
- culture / community facilities
- special activities
- sports fields
- safety
- pedestrian friendly
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- playgrounds, parents
and children are staying
together
- sports fields
- private garden / their
own home (more privacy)

- consultancy agencies for children
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streets
- private garden
(more privacy)
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Node

Correlation Facilities Table

CORRESPONDANT
FACILITIES

Childhood

Adolecence

Unattached Adult

1

2

3

FAMILY LIFE - AGE GROUPS
Familly with young
Marriage
childrem
4
5

Family with adolecents
6

Launching of Children Family
7

Maturity - Family
on later life
8

- Kindergarten
- Playground
- Community center
for children
- Primary School
- Secondary School
- Cultural center
- Recreational area
- Sports fields
- Bars
- Cafes
- Supermarket
- Safety
- Privacy areas
- Pedestrian friendly
streets
- Health Care Consultants
- Consultants for children
- Health care package
- Organsizations for
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Node
Childhood
Adolecence

KINDERGARTEN

PLAYGROUND

COMMUNITY CENTER FOR CHILDREN

Young Adulthood
Unattached Adult
Newly Married

PRIMARY SHCOOL

SECONDARY SCHOOL

SPORTS FIELD

CHILDREN - FRIENDLY ROAD

Family with young children
Middle Adulthood
Family with Adolecents

SAFETY (PRIVACY)

CAFE

BARS

SUPERMARKET

Launching of Children
Maturity

CONSULTANCE FOR CHILDREN

HEALTH CARE CONSULTANCE

RECREATONAL AREA (WALKING, PICNIC, etc)

HEALTH CARE PACKAGE

CULTURAL AREA

ORGANIZATION FOR THE ELDERLY

Home
Resturant

Elderly Network & Barrier free connection_Communtiy

Social Sustainablity

Service Package
Strong Community
SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
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Node
III. Existing Activities Program at the Community Center
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Node
Childhood

Adolecence

Young Adulthood

Childhood

Adolecent

Unattached
Adult

Age
Development

0-11
- Biological
- Psycological

12-18
- Biological
- Psycological

19-40
- Psycological

Activities Age
Groups

Infant
2-4

Exising Activi- •
ties Oud-Charlois

Additional to
other neighborhoods Charlois

Child
4-12

pre-school •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agogic supervisor for primary school
Creative activities for children
Living rom
Young Club
Free youth activities
Children Dance
Child work Oud-Charlois
Kindergarten Club
Girls activities
Girls and little girls club
Social work for children at school (4-12 years)
Toys leaning ‘the sun’
Youth Sports
Teen activities
Free Teen activities
Midday reception
Music Instrument teaching for beginners, advanced Tarwewijk
Extra care: after school, during holidays - Tarwewijk
Course: Judo - Pendecht
Children Institute 1. (4-9) and 2 (9-12), hand craft, table
games
Minnie Micky Mouse Club: crafts, games, gym - Heyplaat
Game’s Day: each child has specif attention - Heyplaat
Football for Boys and Girls - Carnisse
Soccer for boys (6-8 years) and (9-12 years) - Tarwewijk
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Young People
12-23
•
•
•
•
•

employment advisory
Youth walk activities
Girls activities
Youth Sports
Teen activities

Marriage

Middle Adulthood
Family with
young
children

Familly
Launching of Chilwith
dren
adolecents
40-60
- Biological

Maturity
Family on later
life

60 - ∞
- Biological
- Psycological
After 40 decline of perceptual speed, memory,
raisioning though, knowledge and fluency remain relativily constent into the 80th decade

Adult

Elderly
55 - ∞

23-55
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Social Work
•
neighborhood and street projects
Course: Chinese cooking
Course: dutch talking
Course: Cycling
Course: Indonesian cooking
Course: cooking groups
Course: sewing and talking group
Course: language course
Course: gym for women
Voluntary care givers support
Opzoomeren (street project)
Consultancy Hours AMW and OW
Consultancy for housing, welface and care

elderly’s : aid, consultancy

•
•
•
•

Course: tabletennis - Zuidwijk
Course: bingo - Wielewaal
Course: Country Line Dance - Wielewaal
Course: Creative woman walk - Carnisse,
Pendrecht, Zuidwijk
Course: Sjoelclub - Pendrecht
Course: Styledance - Wielewaal
Course: Yoga - Zuidwijk
Course: meal supply

course: Yoga - Zuidwijk
Meal supply,preparation - Carnisse

•
•
•
•

•
•
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Node
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APPENDIX IV.
IV. Typology of Interactions
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Node
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Typology of Interactions
Passage from a place

Attract to Place of Interest

Attraction

Security - Safety in a Place

Group

Territoriality of a Group

Observation Place

Place of Communication

Communication in-between Groups

Standing-Waiting of a while
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Node
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APPENDIX V.
V. Spatial Analysis
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Node
Public

Private

• Street
Walkway
Pavement

• Housing

Elderly Network & Barrier free connection_Communtiy

SPATIAL ANALYSIS

• Squares
• Landmarks

5.

4.

• Threshold
• Green

6.

3.

1.

2.
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Site
1.

Visual

Node
Problems
Spatial

Housing

•
•

Street

too many parked cars

Walkway

norrow walkways at the behind of the buildings - used
just as a separation way

1.

Pavement

Square
Threshold

Qualities
Functional
old constructions before • small houses
1946
• easily adaptable to many
user
some of them at the road
are in Van Dieststraat are • good for independent
living
in quite bad condition
• quality of typology the
infront parking place

the ligth poles at the left side of the street create both a
visual and a spatial problem

• not enough space to walk
at the sidewalks - old
people with small scooter
they have to move on the
road
• no cycling route

strong threshold - barrier

Green

also a quality because creates a feeling of eclosure

•
•
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SPATIAL Problem Statement

the front yard is too small
as a place to function as
a garden
the green that there is
at the bottom part has
no function except from
walking the dogs
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Site
2.

Visual

Node
Problems
Spatial

Housing

Street

•
•

•
•

2.

Walkway

Corridor feeling - no
opening
emptiness at sight

Functional
too many vacancies
majority - appartment
houses with no elevator not suitable for elderly

Qualities

too wide in comparison to
the other heigth of the buildings

•
•

not many ramps at the
sidewalks
no cycling rootes

Pavement
Green
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•

small treet - not enough
to create an avenue - urban boulevard feeling
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Site
3.

Visual

Node
Problems
Spatial

Housing

•

•
3.

Functional
majority of houses appartment buildings without elevator - not suitable
for elderly’s residences
elderly they have to
keep to benedenwoningen houses while the
bovenwoningen have
really steep stairs

Qualities

Street
Walkway

the Charloise Kerksingel is a
rather narrow street that has
no space for public furniture
(for example benches)

Pavement
Square

•
•
1.

2.

the 1st one is rather norrow and has no other fuction but esthetic
the 2nd inner square is
rather closed and doesnt
seem to function even
for the residents of the
around buildings
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SPATIAL Problem Statement

map 1.

Threshold

•
1.

2.

3.

map 2.

at the 1st threshold is not • the spatial composition of
visible if it is public of prithe 1st threshold is more
vate passage and where
persicular to a backyard
does is leads
• the 3rd one is closed with
ironed door - enhancing
more the feeling that it a
private yard

Green

1. 3.
•

1.
2.

3.

the 3sd green space
because of its enclosure
is not in use - potentially
this could be a nice yard
for the around residents

• the 1st green space
preety attractive small
garden - nice threshold
for the church square

map 3.
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Site
4.

Visual

Housing
1.
2.

Node
Problems
Spatial
the quality of the old houses
at the left side of the Grondherendijk street is rather low
(1.)

Functional

• the old Oud Charlois
church (3.) has a interesting architecure - fuctions
as an attraction for the
people at Sundays (social
network)
• the family houses that
are at the rigth side of
the Grondherendijk
street are rather pitoresque (2.)

3.
4.

map 1.

Street

•

Walkway
1.
2.
3.

Qualities

the parking places around • limited (0.5m) sidewalk
the churchs yard degrade
out of the chuch side the image of the church
while the parking places
(3.)
from the other side dont
leave any space walk next
to the green of the yard
(3.)
• the Charloise Kerksingel
is a rather narrow street
that has no space for
public furniture (for example benches) (3.)

the two walkways (1. and 2.)
with the slope sideof the
dike and the pitoresque old
buildings create a nice variety within the urban environment
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SPATIAL Problem Statement

map 2.

Pavement
Square

•

the center of the Oud
Charlois - has no fuctions
/activities and as a result i
doesnt attract people

map 3.

Threshold
Green

map 4.
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the 1st ans 2nd thresholds
- walkways create a nice
frame. (map 2.)
•

the green yard of the has
no other but aethetical
funstion. Eventhough is
not accessible and seeable because of the parking around the church
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Visual

Housing

•
2.

3.
1.

5.
map 1.

Street

•

map 2.

•

Node

Problems
Spatial

Qualities
Functional
the space of the commu- • the position of the supernity center building (map
market (map 1 - 2) and the
1 - 1.) is rather unsufficient
community center is rathfor the accumulation of
er beneficial as it is at the
the activities and organheart of the old center of
iszations that the center
Oud Charlois and next to
hosts today
the street that are located
many shops Wolpaerstbooch street
too many cars parked in
front of the community
center at the Clemenstraat that they leave no
space for ramps of the
movement of the scooters of the elderly people
the entrance of the community center building is
not visible because of the
too many cars and other
vehicles
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Site
5.

Walkway
Pavement
Square

•

2.

the whole space of the
1st square is sub divied in
order to host other functions and it doesnt leave
much usuable space

• the 2nd square has a 2.
rather beneficial position
because it hosts many facilities and gather many
people

1.
map 3.
1.

Threshold

•
•
3.
1.

2.

•

map 4.

Green

map 5.

•

3 very strong visual
• the composition of the • although there is a ramp
thresholds
1st threshold doesnt rethat spatial composition
the 1st one doesnt
veal that is about a public
is not doesnt facilitate the
reveal that is a public
passage
movement of the electripassage - many visual
• the spatial composition of
cal scooters of the elderly
barriers
the 3rd threshold charged
2.
1.
the 2nd one has iconed
with unecessary aesthetic
doors the
elements
low quality - no function• the green space at the • the 1st green space
al green that is not even
inside of the community
preety attractive small
appealing at sigth
center square is not truelgarden - nice threshold
ly used by no one.
for the church square
• only function is that works
as a barrier between the
people that stay at the
community center and
the neighbor houses
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Housing

•

Node

Visual

Problems
Spatial
low quality housing at the
Wolphaerstraat street

Qualities

Functional

6.
map 1.

Street

•
1.

•

2.

Wolphaerstraat - very norrow street
the parked cars leave and
the one traffic lane for vehicles movement - the el- 1.
derly’s electrical scooters
have to move at the

map 2.

Walkway

•
•

Pavement

•

it is not distinguished it is
a public or a rpivate walkway
the people that leave at
the left side family houses
must be rather annoyed
by the passage of visitor
of the japanese garden

2.

the sidewalk of the Woldpaestraat is very narrow it
doesnt allowed the passage of many people let
alone elderly’s scooters
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Site
6.

Square
Threshold

•

not visible threshold - is • the spatial composition
a visual noise that doesnt
with the garden areas
reveal if there is public or
doesnt make the passage
private space
visible and the car parking
infront surcharge more
the visual noise

•

the japanese garden is
hidden from the Charlois
Kierksingle street

map 3.

Green

map 4.
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